Behind the Allure of Proportional Representation (PR)
B.C.’s Referendum
•

There is no requirement for voter turnout, or support from across the province.

•	The Referendum will give politicians and bureaucrats exclusive power in designing a
system without proper public consultation and approval.
•	The public won’t know how the proportional representation system will work in
practice. A fundamental principle of the referendum, that voters be informed of
the consequences of their choice, is being violated.

The Impact of Proportional Representation
Changing British Columbia’s voting system to a form of “proportional representation” could
result in fewer local representatives and give rise to fringe or extreme parties on the left and
right of the political spectrum.
Proportional representation also results in a higher frequency of coalition governments which creates:
•

less stable governments;

•

less moderate policy platforms;

•

poorer representation of voters’ views;

•

higher levels of government spending and larger deficits;

•

more frequent elections;

•

greater uncertainty.

All of these are bad for voters and the economy as potential investors may look for more
stable jurisdictions.
For more information, visit https://www.fraserinstitute.org/categories/democracy-governance

A comparison between BC’s current voting system and
proposed proportional representation models
First Past the Post

Mixed Member Proportional

Dual Member Proportional
(untested)

Most ridings
Cast one vote
for the
candidate
of choice

Cast one
vote for local
representative
using FPTP

The candidate
with the most
votes wins the
seat

The candidate
with the most
votes wins
the seat

Constituencies
are represented
by the elected
candidate

Local
constituencies
represented by
these elected
representatives

AND

Cast a party
vote for regional
or provincial
representation

Seats are
awarded based
on party votes to
compensate for
disproportionality
in FPTP results

Cast one vote for a pair
of candidates from the
same party to elect
two representatives
for each riding

*

The first seat is
won by the listed
first candidate
by the party that
receives the most
votes

OR

Urban &
Semi-Urban

Cast one vote for
the candidate of
choice
(See FPTP)

Cast one single
transferable
vote (STV)

The second seat is
determined by:
• The total number of
seats each party should
win as determined
by the province-wide
vote share

OR
Entire province
represented by
these elected
individuals

•

(untested)

Some large,
rural ridings

AND
Regions
represented by
these elected
individuals

Rural-Urban Voting System

The number of first
district seats each
party has won

The second district seats
are then allocated to each
party based on their vote
performance in each district

Most districts are
represented in the legislature
by two MLAs

* P arty orders candidates as first and second

Rural ridings

OR

Cast one vote for a
local representative
& one party vote
(See MMP)

Voters cast one ballot to elect multiple
representatives, depending on the
riding. Voters rank their preferences for
the candidates running in each district

*

Does a candidate have votes equal to
or greater than the quota needed to
receive a seat?

YES

NO

Have all
seats in the
district been
filled?

Eliminate last placed
candidate and distribute
votes to the voter’s
remaining preferences

NO

YES

Distribute surplus votes of newly
elected candidate to the voter’s
remaining preferences

The elected candidates
represent their constituencies

* N umber of representative & district sizes are
yet to be determined

Proportional representation results in more coalition
governments, leading to higher government spending

